ANNOUNCEMENTS
MUHARRAM/SAFAR FUND
Kindly donate generously into the MUHARRAM/SAFAR FUND
The Muharram/Safar Fund is a general fund that will be used for all the various costs that
are incurred during these two months. These include the cost of the Marquee, Alims,
Ashura Nyaz, Chehlum Nyaz, Tabarruk and Sabil. Those who wish to donate to a specific
cause should mention this when making the donation.
Monies collected with the Shabih are also used for the Muharram/Safar Fund.
Please note: Any surplus in these funds will be transferred to the Jamaat fund.
NYAZ FUND
Kindly donate generously into the NYAZ FUND
RULES
Please park your cars as guided by our Car Park Volunteers.
You will be required to leave your keys in your vehicle if it is blocking another.
To avoid unnecessary congestion, kindly avoid driving around the ladies drop-off area
unless extremely necessary.
During Ashra-e-Muharram, the main carpark will be reserved for disabled drivers and
those in need. Special passes will be given and please make sure these are displayed in
your cars clearly. The spaces will be allocated on a first come first served basis. However,
please contact volunteers if assistance is needed once the carpark is full.
The main gates will remain closed for approximately 20 minutes after the program due to
health and safety reasons.
On entering the Imambargah, please occupy space towards the front so as to avoid
disturbance during proceedings and to allow space at the rear for those who arrive after
you.
On leaving the Imambargah/Syeda Zainab Building, Gents are expected to disperse
into the car park. Standing outside the entrances causes congestion, is dangerous
and hinders the passage for our Ladies.
Parents are expected to look after their children during and after the programs.
Children under 7 years MUST be accompanied by an adult when using the washrooms
in order to maintain taharat.
RECITERS
Ashra-e-Muharram
Urdu
Maulana Sadiq Hassan
English
Sheikh Afzal Merali
Zakira Kaneeze Zainab Lakdawala
Ladies

Ashra-e-Zainabiyya
Maulana Musharraf Hussaini
(English & Urdu)

(Urdu)

Zakira Zahra Mehdi

Zakira Nasim Walji Pirmohamed

(Gujarati & Urdu)

(English)

ASHRA-E-MUHARRAM MAJLISES
Urdu Majlises will be held in the Imambargah and will be relayed to the Masjid for Gents,
and to the Syeda Zainab Building Small Sportshall for Ladies.
English Majlises will be held in the Marquee for Gents and in the Syeda Zainab Building
for Ladies.
ASHRA-E-ZAINABIYYA MAJLISES
English & Urdu Majlises will be held in the Imambargah.
SPONSORING A MAJLIS
You can sponsor a majlis for the Isale Sawaab of your Marhumeen at the cost of £45 for two
names and an extra £2 for each additional name.
Please email the Marhumeen names to secretariat@ksmnet.org at least 24 hours in advance.
Important Contacts - Gents
Director of Programmes: Ali Railey
Marshiyya/Matam Recitation:
Mainhall
Alimehdi Moti
Yasir Pirmohamed
English
Gulam Peera
Javad Khaku
Shabih:
Razabhai Moti
Alimehdi Moti
Broadcasting:
Ali Railey

07506 965 838
07530 557 099
07811 439 129
07912 620 514
07532 075 309
07813 596 879
07530 557 099
07506 965 838

MOBILE PHONES should preferably be switched off during the programs as they can
interfere with the sound system. If extremely necessary, they must be kept on silent.
EXTRA ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR LADIES
Kindly sit as far forward as possible, to accommodate any late comers and not to disturb the
program.
Extra chairs will be made available on a first come first served basis, ladies should not reserve
chairs for friends/relatives.
Please maintain silence during the program and ensure mobile phones are on ‘silent’.
Ladies without children & girls over the age of 5 should sit in the main hall.
Ladies with children under the age of 5 years or those who require constant attention should
sit in the Extension hall and use the entrance near the Jamaat office.
The nursing room is solely for mothers with babies under 2 years of age.
Please ensure cleanliness is maintained and dispose of any rubbish in the receptacles
provided.
Please cooperate with Committee Members and Volunteers to ensure programs run smoothly.
Important Contacts - Ladies
Pacheri: Zainab bai Rajbhai, Mumtaz Moti, Sabira Hemraj (extension)
Panja and chains: Fakhariya bai Lalji, Fizza Mehdi
Tabbaruk: Sakina Bhanji, Sabira Fazal
Recitation of Ziyarat and Hadith-e-Kisa: Zarin Kassam
Recitation of Marshiyya: Zainab Rajpar
Recitation of Matam: Sabira Fazal
Sponsoring a Majlis: Zarin Kassam
Shabih: Fatma bai Haji, Safiya Kanani

